Onslaught
...Lucky number 13...
Players Pack
Overview:
Onslaught 2019 has 6 game systems over a weekend of dice rolling and friendly gaming. This
year we dropped from nine systems to only six in order to change up the format and run two day
events for all the following systems. Warhammer 40,000, Age of Sigmar, Ninth age, Infinity, XWing and the Onslaught Sack-tackular cup for Bloodbowl all make a return this fall and
welcome the following 3 new systems to their ranks. Although the event is a competition by
nature, it is put on to promote the community, hobby skills as well as our mutual enthusiasm for
the hobby. This year Onslaught is being held for the first time at the Coast West Edmonton Hotel
and Convention centre on October 26th and 27th, 2019.

Gaming:
A few things to note…
1) Cheating, stealing and acting disrespectful will not be tolerated. Punishment will be given out
at the "organizers' discretion", up to and including ejection from the tournament.
2) Respect other people’s property. If something is not yours, ask permission to touch it.
3) Scenarios will be given out at the event. Sorry, no scenarios will be given out prior to the
event. Build your army to handle all situations.
4) Terrain is placed on a specific table and may not be moved from table to table. As well
terrain may not be moved prior to the match. This is to help speed up game play.
5) first round matches are random and future rounds are based on win/loss.
6) Players are encouraged to resolve rules disputes themselves. If an organizer or judge is
called in to make a decision, their ruling is final on the matter.
7) Make sure to bring everything needed for play…

Painted Army/Team/Warband
Rulebook (must have hard/digital copy)
Army book (must have hard/digital copy)
FAQs (photo copies allowed)
Dice (all types, as required by system)
Card decks (all types, as required by system)
Measuring implements
Objective markers
Templates
Copies of army list for opponents (typed please)
Glue for emergencies

Event list:
Here is the list of events for Onslaught and the days and
games they will be played on...
Warhammer 40K: 3 games Saturday, 2 games Sunday
Age of Sigmar: 3 games Saturday, 2 games Sunday
Ninth Age: 3 games Saturday, 2 games Sunday
Infinity: 3 games Saturday, 2 games Sunday
Bloodbowl: 3 games Saturday, 2 games Sunday
X-Wing: 5 Games on Saturday to determine Brackets for
Sunday, Sunday will have 3 games to determine final
standings in each Bracket.

Overall:
The best overall trophy is back for this Onslaught! Points will be added for each participant with
their generalship, sportsman and presentation to get a final score which will determine a final
overall rank.

Generalship:
All players will receive a scenario pack the first day of the tournament. All scenarios will clearly
state what the requirements are for the different levels of victory, and how the tournament points
and Battle points can be accumulated for each system. At the end of each day you will be
awarded a generalship score from all the points you gained throughout the day. The player with
the most points at the end of the weekend will win our best general trophy. Generalship scores
should make up approximately 1/3 of your overall score.

Presentation:
All models for this event must be painted a minimum of three colors and the bases must have
texture on them or be painted something other than black or white. Flying stands can remain
clear if the player wishes. Any models that do not meet these requirements will be counted as

being destroyed before the game begins and cannot be used. Do not help your opponents this
way. Models are also required to be wysiwyg (what you see is what you get)
i.e. no plasma cannons as a stand in for missile launchers.
Events organizers will give a score for the armies for each system and award a trophy to the top
presentation player.
Your presentation scores should make up approximately 1/3 of your overall score.

Sportsmanship:
Sportsmanship will be handled as sliding scale on the results sheet. All sheet will have the
names of the players they fought against over the weekend. Players will then award each
opponent a score of between 5 and 1 from most fun opponent down. (8 to 1 for X-Wing players)
Please note the receiving a 1 on sportsmanship from a game does not mean you were bad to
play against, your opponent might have just had fantastic games with everyone over the
weekend.
The temptation to ding someone on sports after a tough loss is often too much for many players
to resist. We therefore are providing a defined set of terms under which a player may use to
help decide whether or not to mark their opponent with a lower mark on sportsmanship.
Legitimate reasons to reduce someone’s sportsmanship score:
-Your opponent was 15 or more minutes late to the round.
-Your opponent was verbally abusive. This does not mean you argued with your opponent or
that your personalities clashed, but that they were verbally abusive and insulting.
-Your opponent intentionally cheated. Be prepared to support your case to a judge.
-Your opponent used an army list that was invalid. Be able to show your findings to a judge.
-Your opponent slow played. We define slow playing as not completing 3 game turns of play.
In the case of 20 or less minutes left to play, divide the time remaining between players to
complete one full GAME turn. Time each other during this period to ensure that each player has
an equal amount of time to complete a full game turn. If one player does not finish within their
limit, the other player can force them to stop and then begin their turn. This mechanic is in place
to ensure no one is slow played out of a turn of play.
What does NOT constitute a reason to reduce someone on sportsmanship ?
-You argued over rules with your opponent.
-Your opponent beat you.
-You didn’t like your opponent’s army.
A negative report to the TO’s on sportsmanship will be met with administrative action as follows:

First report: A verbal warning from a judge, up to reversing a win to a loss.
Second report: Reversing a win to a loss, up to disqualification from any prize support.
Third report: disqualification from any prize support, up to expulsion from the event with no
refund of the ticket price.
Players must be able to defend any negative report they tell a TO. If they are asked about it and
the complaint is without merit, the TO reserves the right to dismiss the negative report and give
one to the player who filed a report without cause.
Your sportsmanship scores should make up approximately 1/3 of your overall score.
Ties:
In case of a Generalship tie, Sportsmanship will be used then presentation if needed.
Odd numbers / byes:
Every effort will go into making sure we have an opponent for you to play each round but
sometimes the best laid plans go awry. In that case the player with the lowest score will get a
bye and receive a win on their score card as well as a 4 for sportsmanship. You can never
receive more than 1 bye at the event.

Prizes:
Trophies will be given to the top player in each of the following categories for each system. We
will, however, be announcing the top three competitors in each of the categories. Trophies will
be given out at the end of the day. We also have the "rule of one" which mean you can only win
one trophy out of the four listed.
Overall, General, Sportsman, Presentation
We also will be having some sponsors helping out at Onslaught. Some local groups and stores
will be donating some extra prizes/trophies to be given out during our awards ceremony. Some
of the prizes will be given out for accomplishing tasks during your games and other will be
awarded in a raffle for players over the weekend.

Warhammer 40,000
For this event we will be using the 8th edition rules for Warhammer 40,000. 40k games will use
the random game length rule or end when time is called. Please try to make sure you have
played a game or two with these rule sets and that it is not your first go with this edition. You will
be playing five games throughout the course of the weekend and gaining points along the way
(points are explained in "relevant" sections).
There are a total of 28 spots for this event.
Cost for this event is $60
The time table for 40K is as follows....
(Times are subject to change)
Saturday
Registration: 9:00am - 9:30am
Game 1: 9:30am - 12:15pm
Lunch: 12:15pm - 1:15pm
Game 2: 1:15pm - 4:00pm
Break: 4:00pm - 4:15pm
Game 3: 4:15pm - 7:00pm
Sunday
Sign in: 9:00am - 9:30am
Game 4: 9:30am - 12:15pm
Lunch: 12:15pm - 1:15pm
Game 5: 1:15pm - 4:00pm

Onslaught is a part of the ITC tournament circuit for Warhammer 40K. We will be used the ITC
FAQ's for disputes if the Games Workshop version does not address the rule / issue. One list is
used for the entire event so please make sure it can handle anything. Armies must be selected
using the most recent version of the codex or army book. However, if a brand new book has
been out for less then 7 days prior to the event, the index edition must be used. All rules for
force selection from the current edition of the main rulebook are in effect. The army lists can be
created from all current army books, codices and supplements. Remember to bring your
physical copy or legally purchased digital copy of all your rules. Photocopies and PDF's are not
permitted. Scenarios will be provided for players on the day of the event.

*Update
Lengendary units will not be permitted at Onslaught 2019 (ie imperial marine)
New ITC terrain rules will be in effect.
We have a type of Ruin at our events that is not commonly seen and so requires some extra
explanations. We refer to a Ruin with all four walls and a roof which form an enclosed space as
an Enclosed Ruin. Enclosed Ruins use the normal Ruins rules but with one house-rule we add
to them for ease of play:
Units with the Fly keyword may not end their movement inside of an Enclosed Ruin
•
unless they would normally be able to pass through the walls of a Ruin if they did not
have the fly keyword, such as Infantry.
•
Further, for this event we are playing a second house rule for ruins:
•

If it sits, it fits: Vehicles with the Fly keyword may only be placed on a level above the
ground fl oor of a ruin if the entire base fi ts: meaning the entire base, with no part of it off
the ruin, can be legally placed. In the case of models that do not measure distance to
and from the base, but use the hull instead, the entire hull of the vehicle must fi t.

Army composition will be as follows,
2000pts to build your force. Your total points cannot exceed that number.
Per the matched play rules, armies must be battle-forged
and you cannot create an army list containing more than a
total of three of the detachments listed in the main rulebook
on Pg.242-245.
All current Games Workshop & Forgeworld 8th edition
Warhammer 40,000 source material may be used to build
your Battle-forged army. (Following the 7 days rule as
mentioned above)
Understrength Units as defined in the main rulebook on
Pg.242 may only be included within Auxiliary Support
Detachments (Pg.245)

Age of Sigmar
For this event, Age of Sigmar 2nd Edition will be the rules set used. AoS games will last 5
rounds, until time is called or scenario objectives have been met. Please try to make sure you
have played a game or two with these rule sets and that it is not your first go with this edition.
You will be playing five games throughout the course of the weekend and gaining points along
the way (points are explained in "relevant" sections).
There are a total of 24 spots for this event.
Cost for this event is $60
The time table for Age of Sigmar is as follows.... (Times are subject to change)
Saturday
Registration: 9:00am - 9:30am
Game 1: 9:30am - 12:15pm
Lunch: 12:15pm - 1:15pm
Game 2: 1:15pm - 4:00pm
Break: 4:00pm - 4:15pm
Game 3: 4:15pm - 7:00pm
Sunday
Sign in: 9:00am - 9:30am
Game 4: 9:30am - 12:15pm
Lunch: 12:15pm - 1:15pm
Game 5: 1:15pm - 4:00pm
Points for Age of Sigmar are set at 2000. Your total points cannot exceed that number. One list
is used for the entire event so please make sure it can handle anything. If an entry has been out
for less then 7 days prior to the event, it cannot be used. Use the matched play rules as outlined
in the Age of Sigmar core rule book. Players’ will construct their overall force using the Match
play rules set in the GW Age of Sigmar Core rule book, supplemented by the General’s
Handbook 2019 and the Malign Sorcery expansion . Players will use the appropriate points cost
as listed by the official Azyr App at the time of list submission. You may use any of the listed
scrolls including the Compendium ones.

FORCE ORGANIZATION
• Battletomes and The General’s Handbook 2019 to be used.
• If multiple entries for the same unit exist, the most up to date one will be used
• Use the Matched play Rules as out lined in the Age of Sigmar Core rule book Use
the Battlehost Guidelines while determining your force.

• Players may choose endless spells from the Malign Sorcery Expansion, you must have the
models to represent the spells, and pay the point costs. Rules for including endless spells are
on Pg 53 of the Malign Sorcery Expansion.
• Players may also choose from the Artefacts of the Realms (pg 79) of the Malign Sorcery
expansion. Once you choose your allegiance, you can decide to select the realm in which your
army hails from. Once you have chosen this you can select any artefacts of power from either or
both lists (normal artefacts and the realm artefacts)
• Forces must list all relevant allegiance command traits, battle traits, spells, prayers, artefacts,
gifts etc. These will be in play for the entire event.
• Use the battle host guidelines while determining your force.
• Remember to bring your physical copies or legally purchased digital copies of all your rules.
Photocopies and PDF's are not permitted.
The Realmscape and its effects will be determined by the TO and announced at the beginning
of each round. The following will will apply for the round,
• you may add the Realmscape command abilities to your hero as outlined in the rules.
• Your magic users will have access to all spells pertaining to to realm.
Any bonus effects that the realm has on spells or items will be in effect.
Scenarios will be provided for players on the day of the event. All scenarios will be a pitched
battle battleplan from the General's Handbook or ITC scenarios and is best to familiarize
yourself with these.

Infinity
For this event we will be using the most current rules of play for Infinity. (3rd edition) Infinity
games will end when he mission end or when time is called whichever is first. ITS tournament
pack season 11 will be used so make sure you have 2 army list ready for the event. Please try
to make sure you have played a game or two with these rule sets and that it is not your first go
with these editions. You will be playing five games throughout the course of the weekend and
gaining points along the way (points are explained in "relevant" sections).
There are a total of 16 spots for this event.
Cost for this event is $50
The time table for Infinity is as follows.... (Times are subject to change)
Saturday
Registration: 9:00am - 9:30am
Game 1: 9:30am - 12:15pm
Lunch: 12:15pm - 1:15pm
Game 2: 1:15pm - 4:00pm
Break: 4:00pm - 4:15pm
Game 3: 4:15pm - 7:00pm
Sunday
Sign in: 9:00am - 9:30am
Game 4: 9:30am - 12:15pm
Lunch: 12:15pm - 1:15pm
Game 5: 1:15pm - 4:00pm
Onslaught will use the following variants for this Octobers Infinity event.
Tier: Mid tier (300 points) 6 SWC
Extras: Season 11 ITS, Extras (TBD)
Any models released to the general public prior to the event date will be permitted for use.
Remember to bring your physical copy or digital copy of all your rules. Photocopies are not
permitted. Painting requirements will follow the Onslaught minimum as mentioned in the
painting section.
Here is the list of scenarios for each of the rounds. (Scenarios will be announced shortly after
ITS season 11 is available)
Round 1: Firefight
Round 2: Unmasking
Round 3: Capture and protect
Round 4: Quadrant control
Round 5: Countermeasures
Makes sure to bring objective markers / HVT’s / tokens / card deck

X-Wing
For this event we will be using version 2.0 rules of play for X-Wing. X-Wing games will end
when time is called. Please try to make sure you have played a game or two with these rule sets
and that it is not your first go with this version. You will be playing eight games throughout the
course of the weekend and gaining points along the way (points are explained in "relevant"
sections).
There are a total of 32 spots for this event.
Cost for this event is $35
The time table for X-Wing is as follows.... (Times are subject to change)
Saturday
Registration: 9:00am - 9:30am
Game 1: 9:30am - 11:00am
Break: 11:00am - 11:15am
Game 2: 11:15am - 12:45pm
Lunch: 12:45pm - 1:45pm
Game 3: 1:45pm - 3:15pm
Break:3:15pm - 3:30pm
Game 4: 3:30pm - 5:00pm
Break: 5:00pm - 5:15pm
Game 5: 5:15pm - 6:45pm
Sunday
Registration: 9:30am - 10:15am
Game 1: 10:15am - 11:45am
Lunch: 11:45am - 12:45pm
Game 2: 12:45pm - 2:15pm
Break: 2:15pm - 2:30pm
Game 3: 2:30pm - 4:00pm

Points for X-Wing are set at 200 points. Your total points cannot exceed that number. One list is
used for the entire event so please make sure it can handle anything. This event is a
Hyperspace trial which uses the formal tier event with 5 rounds using Swiss pairings with a cut
to the top 8 for day 2, as defined in the FFG tournament rules. No single elimination. Players
that do not make it into the top 8 will be placed into different hanger bays on day 2 to compete
for top spot within that hanger bay. (9-16, 17-24, 25-32) Any models released to the general
public prior to the event date will be permitted for use. Fleets cannot include any epic play ships.
3rd party tokens and templates are permitted. Fleets must be chosen from a single faction.
Remember to bring your physical copy or digital copy of all your rules. Photocopies are not
permitted.

Ninth Age Fantasy
For this event we will be using The 9th Age edition 2.0 rules. Ninth Age games will use the
random game length rule or end when time is called. Please try to make sure you have played a
game or two with these rule sets and that it is not your first go with these editions. You will
playing five games throughout the course of the weekend and gaining points along the way
(points are explained in "relevant" sections).
There are a total of 24 spots for this event.
Cost for this event is $60
The time table for Ninth Age Fantasy is as follows.... (Times are subject to change)
Saturday
Registration: 9:00am - 9:30am
Game 1: 9:30am - 12:15pm
Lunch: 12:15pm - 1:15pm
Game 2: 1:15pm - 4:00pm
Break: 4:00pm - 4:15pm
Game 3: 4:15pm - 7:00pm
Sunday
Sign in: 9:00am - 9:30am
Game 4: 9:30am - 12:15pm
Lunch: 12:15pm - 1:15pm
Game 5: 1:15pm - 4:00pm

Points for Ninth Age Fantasy are set at 4500. Your total points cannot exceed that number. One
list is used for the entire event so please make sure it can handle anything. Armies must be
selected using the most recent version of the army book. All rules for force selection from the
current edition of the main rulebook are in effect. Armies may be selected from the following
army books. The most current version of these books will be used.

Beast Herds
Daemon Legions
Dread Elves
Dwarves Holds
Empire of Sonnstahl
Highborn Elves
Infernal Dwarves
Kingdom of Equitaine
Ogre Khans
Orcs and Goblins
Saurian Ancients
Sylvan Elves
The Vermin Swarm
Undying Dynasties
Vampire Covenant
Warriors of the Dark Gods

Remember to bring your physical copy or digital copy of all your rules as well as all your
measuring implements. Scenarios will be provided for players on the day of the event.

Bloodbowl: The Sack-tackular Cup
For this event we will be using The most current Bloodbowl rules. Please try to make sure you
have played a game or two with these rule sets and that it is not your first go with this edition.
You will be playing 5 games throughout the course of the weekend and gaining points along the
way (points are explained in "relevant" sections)
There are a total of 24 spots for this event.
Cost for this event is $40
The time table for Bloodbowl is as follows....
(Times are subject to change)
Saturday
Registration: 9:00am - 9:30am
Game 1: 9:30am - 12:00pm
Lunch: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
Game 2: 1:00pm - 3:30pm
Break: 3:30pm - 4:00pm
Game 3: 4:00pm - 6:30pm
Sunday
Sign in: 9:30am - 10:00am
Game 4: 10:00am - 12:30pm
Lunch: 12:30pm - 1:30pm
Game 5: 1:30pm - 4:00pm
Tournament rules:
• Teams will resurrect at the end of each game. No SPPs, injuries or roster changes carry over
between games.
• Illegal procedure and the four minute time limit will not be enforced.
• Games will have a maximum length of 2.5 hours. Turn time limits or chess clocks may be
imposed if a game is at risk of going over the 2.5 hour time limit.
• Players must agree on cocked die rules, the use of dice cups and/or sharing of dice.
• If there are any disagreements or rules disputes, tournament directors will be standing by.
• Teams with the ability to raise killed players will not be allowed to do so.
Team building:
• All NAF sanctioned teams are eligible.
• Teams get 1.1 million gold to construct their roster.
• Star players may be purchased as part of a roster from the death zone supplements.
• Teams must play with a minimum of 11 players before adding star players.
• Teams can purchase Rerolls, apothecaries (if allowed), coaches, cheerleaders or fan factor.
• All inducements available for purchase from death zone supplements.
• All current spike magazines rules supplements will also be in effect

Skills:
• Six skills can be taken total.
• No player can have more than one additional skill
• Only one skill allowed which requires a doubles roll
• No stat increases allowed
• Max 3 skills may be duplicated on a team roster

The Sacktacular Cup:
With a name like the Sacktackular Cup, this event calls for only one thing, bloodshed!
At the Sacktacular Cup everyone wants to see more casualties.
What counts as a casualty? In short, everything....
Smack a guy and kill him? Casualty!
Surf a player? Casualty!
Dodge and fail horribly? Casualty!
Go for it and die? Casualty!
You cause the casualty, you get a point for it!

The Miniature Invasion.... (the Onslaught painting competition)
This year Onslaught will be hosting its very own painting contest again! The Miniature Invasion
will allow anyone to drop off models for our different categories for judging over the weekend
and possibly walk away win our best in show trophy. No cost to put in entries!
- Participants can only put one entry in each category.
- Entries will be on display for judging so don't enter anything if you plan on using the miniature
in games over the weekend.
- Entries must be made in person by 7pm on Saturday Oct 26, 2019.
- Onslaught will do its best to keep entries safe but will not be responsible for lost or damaged
submissions. All entries will be treated with respect.
- Judges are not allowed to enter The Miniature Invasion
- Management reserves the right to withdraw or disqualify any entries deemed rude offensive or
in bad taste.
- Entries may be photographed and entry registration indicates permission for Onslaught to
show them in all public media, including online and print media.
- Awards will be issued to entries based on their individual merit.
- All decisions made by the judging team are final.
- Judges may award a gold, silver or bronze to any entry.
- There is no maximum or minimum amount of awards that will be given to any category.
- A "Best in category" award will be given to the best piece in each category and a "Best in
show" trophy will be awarded to the best entry between all categories.
Without further ado, here are the categories for this year's Miniature Invasion

Single Figure- a smaller fi gure or mounted fi gure on
a single base. Eg: spearman, marine, knight
Large Figure- a fi gure that does not fi t into the single
fi gure category. E.g: Large monster, tanks,
Battlesuits.
Unit- three or more models from the same group, unit
or faction. Models can be displayed on a unifi ed base
or separately. Please limit any display to 8x8 inches.
Robot- The extra category this year is robots! You
can enter a model or bust of pretty much any scale as
long as it is suitably robotic. Please limit any display
to 8x8 inches.

Filler, manufacturers' models, conversions and scratchbuilds:
Some gamers like to make filler dioramas for the middle of their Warhammer Fantasy units.
Onslaught will approve a maximum of 25 model spots in your army total to be built as these filler
units. Some model companies are filling the gaps of models not made by GW as well as some
amazing models in general. Onslaught will let players field a maximum of 40 models that are not
part of the GW model range to be played in either Age of Sigmar or Warhammer 40K.
Bloodbowl models can be from Games workshop or other third party suppliers.
X-Wing models must be from Fantasy flight games.
Infinity models must be from Corvus Belli.
When bringing a conversion, make sure it is in the spirit of the system you are playing in and
that the model contains elements of the original. Ask the organizers if unsure.
Scratchbuild models will not be permitted at the event if there is an existing model made for the
list entry in question. This is to ensure scale is correct. Modelling for advantage is frowned upon.
Again, ask the organizers if unsure.
Basing your models on a base too large for it is also modelling for advantage and not permitted.
If in doubt, email the organizers.

Army List Notes:
Army lists will be self policed for this year's Onslaught. Make sure to properly construct your list.
If there is a discrepancy at the event, it could result in a game result being turned over to your
opponent or even disqualification from the event itself! Make sure to add correctly! Top players
may be ask to submit their list for further review. If a system ends up being scored with the Best
Coast pairing app, players may need to submit their lists ahead of time to the app itself. Please
make sure to bring a printed list for all your opponents throughout the day as well as the
organizer. It is up to the player to make sure that everything is correct.
When bringing your list to the event make sure it is typed and not hand written. Remember to
bring your physical / digital copy of all your rules, photocopies are not permitted. If your army is
themed in a questionable manner please contact the organizers to gain approval.

Saturday Night:
Not tired of playing? Want a warm up before your games on Sunday? We don't have
your miniature game hosted this weekend? Just want to chill with a board game and
some friends? Saturday night is what you need. We will have the hall open after the
Saturday events wrap up where playing can get more games in while still enjoying tasty
beverages and time with friends. Tables will be open for all systems for you to get the
most out of your gaming weekend. There is not fee for gaming on Saturday night so
please stop by and take part.
There may also be a few games for people to demo as well on the Saturday night
Adeptus Titanicus, Battletech are some of the possibilities to try out. Stay tuned to the
Onslaught Facebook page for more announcements regarding our Saturday night open
tables!
Terran support and more:
What to show more of your stuff to other gamers? If you want to bring out a painted
table for one of our systems that would be great! Just contact us and let us know what
you would like to bring. Remember that just as we require painted mini's we also would
need your terrain all painted as well. More cool tables for people to play on is a win for
everyone.
Want to just help out with a system over the weekend? Contact us at
edmontononslaught@gmail.com and we can let you know where we could use a hand!

Extras:
Cameras are welcome to the event!
Spectators are welcome but are asked not to interfere with the games.
If you have problems finding the venue, contact Ward at (780) 990-2899
If you have any other questions please e-mail edmontononslaught@gmail.com
Join our Facebook group at Edmonton Onslaught for this and other upcoming events.
Guest are more than welcome to attend our late night hangout at the venue. Come have
a drink and hear about the games played that day!

Venue:
The tournament is located at the Coast West Edmonton Hotel & Convention Centre,
18035 Stony Plain Rd, Edmonton, AB, CA. T5S 1B2
The date for this event is Oct 26th and 27th, 2019.
If you need, there is a block of rooms reserved for players wishing to book a room at the
venue. You can call the hotel itself and let them know you would like a room as part of
the Onslaught block or use this online link to book a room instead. http://coa.st/4azk
Signing up:
This Onslaught event will happen on Oct 26th and 27th, 2019.
Lock in a spot by contacting Ward and paying the registration fee ahead of time.
Check out the website and sign up now at www.edmontononslaught.ca
You can also pay with an e-transfer to edmontononslaught@gmail.com
Use the password Onslaught when using an e-transfer.
Make sure to include your name, event, army, club/group affiliation and phone number.
Questions can be sent to edmontononslaught@gmail.com
Join the Edmonton Onslaught Facebook page for this and other gaming events.
No refunds will be provided, however your purchase can be
transferred to another player.
Notes:
Lunch is not provided for this
event, however the hotel itself
has a restaurant and there are
several other options close by.
This event is being supported by
local gaming stores, podcasts
and clubs. Check out the
Onslaught page for a complete
list of sponsors.

Selling out:
To avoid missing out, sign up early. Spots for most systems are limited and have sold
out in previous years. If the event your interested in does indeed sell out, We will have
an "on deck" list he can put your name on in case someone is unable to attend. Be
warned, showing up at the door does not guarantee a spot at the event. Also players
that are late by 15 minutes from the start time of game one run the risk of losing their
spot to an "on deck" player. Hope to see you this fall!

